NEW

QTM

The Quiet Tattoo Machine

The NEW QTM provides performance with 90% less sound.

Quiet Lab Animal Tattoo Identification

ORDER Machine Only

(does not include controller/power supply, etc.)

14370134       AIMS Quiet Tattoo Machine

Includes: Soft Case, Standard Needle Tube, Cleaning Brushes & Instructions.

QTM Features

Reduced Noise Level
- 90% less noise
- Less noise for animals & user = more comfort
- Animal remains calmer
- Easier/quicker tattooing

Lighter Machine
- 54% lighter
- Better balance
- More comfort = less hand fatigue

Compatible with all AIMS lab animal tattoo systems.

Add the QTM to your current AIMS lab animal tattoo system

Order the new QTM Machine TODAY!

For customer service, call 1-800-766-7000.
To fax an order, use 1-800-926-1166.
To order online: www.fishersci.com

BN0113112
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